Global CAT
Response Team
Perhaps more than any other claims scenario, a global catastrophe requires not
just a fast, experienced response: it also requires adjusters who can provide
commitment, continuity and a complete understanding of the local market and
conditions.
Servicing 140+ countries and territories on six continents, the global vrs Adjusters
organisation offers unrivalled expertise and experience in providing the highest
quality catastrophe response anywhere in the world, with a Global CAT Response
Team, hand-picked for their specific skills and backed by specialist individuals,
ready to act at a moment’s notice.
Supplementing in-depth local knowledge, key personnel from around the world
form the core of the vrs Adjusters Global CAT Response Team. While local offices are
well placed to deal with instructions from their own markets, the Team coordinates
additional resources as required by insurers and multi-national corporate clients.
This service is available to insurers and re-insurers alike, for whom we can act either
as primary loss handlers or to protect other interests.
Recoveries
The vrs Adjusters Global CAT Response Team is supported by 40 highly skilled
international adjusters particularly experienced in handling corporate claims for
a broad range of multi-nationals. All have worked on a ‘home-foreign’ basis, coordinating the handling of losses abroad and using local adjusters where the value
of a loss does not warrant the ‘home-foreign’ approach.
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Such methodology ensures that service levels are maintained and loss levels
managed, with all significant losses in the safe hands of experienced adjusters.
With vrs you get:
 Specialist cross-class commercial and corporate loss adjusting and claims related
services
 Over 300 offices in 140+ countries
 Local knowledge of customs, regulations and cultures combined with central
control
 Home/foreign staff with wide experience of catastrophes and other major
incidents
 24/7 accessibility
 Reinforcement of your brand
 A commitment to consistently provide the best service in the industry.
Pro-active case management
vrs Adjusters is firmly of the view that the longer a claim runs, the more it costs.
Pro-active case management ensures effective progression of the claim and early
agreement with the insured of a business recovery plan brings real benefits to all
parties.
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